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The purpose of the fund 

The fund came into existence in January 2008.  The fund aims to generate regular income 
distributions, similar to those of the broad equity market with lower relative year to year 
volatility in asset value. The fund’s emphasis remains oriented toward recurring income as 
opposed to capital gains.  The benefit to the investor is a more consistent performance 
compared with volatile market segments such as shares. 

A feature of CDIF is its ability to access investments beyond the reach of most individual 
investors.  This may be due to the minimum investment required, for instance.  The benefit 
to the investor is a more diversified portfolio than they could practically hold themselves. 

Major asset sales & purchases 

The CDIF portfolio has seen a number of changes during the 2016 calendar year.  The five 
holdings in “small cap” shares were sold in the second half of 2016.  In addition to the 
dividends received, net capital gains of nearly $101,000 were realised on investments 
acquired for the aggregate cost of $683,700.  

In October 2016, CDIF’s first “covered call” positions were taken.  These positions were 
closed in January 2017 with a reasonable net surplus generated. 

A short-term interest-bearing loan was made in July 2016 and this was repaid in full early in 
2017.  A $500,000 holding, in a “senior secured” corporate bond issue was acquired in 
December 2016; this asset is paying an interest of 7.5% and is expected to be repaid, in full, 
by December 2020.  

An investment acquired by CDIF in 2015 was the interest in the Eighth Gate Residence Fund 
No 6.  This investment gives exposure to the well-established and growing “manufactured 
home estates” sector, mainly used by senior Australians.  Income distributions received in 
2016 were in line with expectations and an opportunity arose to acquire a further 
$2,000,000 holding. This was taken up and we look forward to continuing satisfactory 
income distributions from this asset.  

The provision of solar panels to commercial users grows slowly within the CDIF portfolio.  
Additional investments of $84,000 were made in 2016. 
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Greetings 

Welcome to Edition 6 of the Capricorn 
Diversified Investment Fund’s (CDIF) 
newsletter – Fundamentally Speaking.   
The newsletter brings you up-to-date 
with recent activity.  There have been 
some significant changes to the CDIF 
portfolio since the last newsletter in 
February 2016 and we expect 2017 
will provide further attractive 
opportunities.  Please don’t hesitate 
to contact us if you have any 
comments or queries. 

 

Portfolio-February 2017      Amount 

Cash & fixed interest $1,717,700 

Australian shares $0 

Solar $161,200 

Property related assets $10,646,100 

Bank debt (secured) -$1,351,900 

Other assets & liabilities $25,000 

NET ASSETS $11,198,100 

ll figures are approximate as at December 2015 

 



  Suncorp House 

The Suncorp House building in Rockhampton remains a significant CDIF asset.  The Suncorp 
Group and Capricorn Investment Partners continue as the tenants for the space utilized as 
offices paying commercial rent with periodical increases to help CDIF investors cope with 
the effects of inflation. 

Capricorn Investment Partners has outgrown the space it presently occupies on the ground 
floor and will move to the vacant space on the first floor in the next few months.  A fit-out 
for the first floor has been scoped and CDIF will expend some money on the fit-out.  This will 
see the first floor space transformed from a bare shell to facilities attractive to a modern 
business tenant, adding beneficial features to the property.  Capricorn Investment Partners 
will pay a commercial rate for the space it occupies, and as that will be a larger square 
meterage than currently used the rental income enjoyed by CDIF will increase. 

The ground floor office space currently used by Capricorn Investment Partners will become 
vacant when the move to the first floor is complete.  Local estate agents are confident this 
space will be readily leased as it is attractive to a number of different businesses. 

The ground floor, street-based space continues to be used by the Chango Chango “Cuban 
rum lounge”.  This business is now under new ownership and we wish the proprietor 
continued success. 

Federation Villages 

The Federation Villages asset, more formally known as the Eighth Gate Residences Fund No 
6, has been part of the CDIF portfolio since late 2015.  Further units were acquired in October 
2016.  Income distributions during the 2015/16 (part) financial year and the first quarter of 
the 2016/17 year were very much in line with our expectations at a rate of around 8% per 
annum.   

The income distribution rate for the second quarter of 2016/17 came in below this level.  In 
part, this was due to abnormally high repairs and maintenance for the quarter.  A further 
contributor to the lower income distribution in the second quarter was the virtual absence 
of revenue from “deferred management fees”; these fees crystallize when a resident vacates 
the facility and the precise timing of these departures is not easy to predict.  The comforting 
point about this is that the deferred management fee will arise in due course, so any 
potential revenue not generated in a specific quarter could be seen in a later quarter. 

Covered call activity 

The opportunity provided by the “covered call” strategy to enhance the income derived from 
ownership of “large cap” Australian shares is very appropriate to pursue as part of CDIF’s 
investment activity.  After a lengthy and necessary process of “ticking all the boxes” from an 
external regulatory and internal control perspective the options account became active in 
the second half of 2016.  The first positions were taken and all were satisfactorily closed 
early in 2017 with an acceptably positive result for CDIF. 

Frustratingly, the organization through which the options were brokered unexpectedly 
announced their withdrawal of these services, putting at least a temporary hold on our 
activities.  We are currently investigating replacement arrangements and look forward to 
recommencing this element of the portfolio management soon. 

Market volatility can be advantageous for the writers of options and there has certainly been 
plenty of volatility in the share markets in recent months.  Being flexible enough to adapt to 
changing market conditions is part of the portfolio monitoring and management process for 
CDIF. 

Valuation protocols 

CDIF’s investment portfolio is 

intentionally diversified and has 

included investments that are easy to 

value at any time and those that are 

valued periodically and with a tailored 

methodology.  Here is an explanation 

of the various approaches used to 

value the units in CDIF:  

 Cash in the bank is nice and easy.  

Whatever value the bank 

statement supports is the value in 

the CDIF books. 

 Loans made by CDIF are a little 

different.  If the loan could be sold 

on an open market (e.g. the loans 

sourced via the FIIG connection), 

the valuation used is the market 

price as supplied by FIIG.  If the 

loan is not traded on an open 

market (e.g. a farmer loan) the 

valuation used is the original 

amount loaned (plus accrued 

interest where applicable) unless 

the loan is not being serviced, in 

which case a lower value would be 

considered.  There have not been 

any loans made by CDIF that have 

not been properly serviced. 

 Securities such as shares listed on 

an exchange such as the Australian 

Stock Exchange are valued based 

on their closing price on the day of 

valuation. 

 Units in unlisted trusts (e.g. 

Federation Villages) are valued 

based on the fund manager’s 

updates. 

 Physical property (e.g. Suncorp 

House) is valued using a formula 

well-accepted by the accounting 

profession and approved by CDIF’s 

auditors.  This essentially uses a 

projection of future cash flow (e.g. 

rent) discounted to today’s dollar 

value then a capitalization rate is 

applied to determine a capital 

value.  The valuation calculation is 

usually performed every six 

months. 

 



  Corporate bonds & the FIIG connection 

The CDIF Investment Committee continues to seek ways to enhance the profile and 

performance of CDIF, consistent with its overall objectives of generating distributable income 

along with a lower volatility of the investment value than the share market.  One connection 

that has been developing in recent months is with a Sydney-based company that specialises 

in facilitating access to the corporate bond market. 

A bond is essentially the name used to describe a transaction where one party lends money 

to another, with known terms and conditions at the outset.  A corporate bond indicates that 

the borrower is a company. 

The specialist company is FIIG.  In their Company History on their website (www.fiig.com.au), 

it states that:  

“FIIG is Australia’s leading fixed income specialist. For 18 years we’ve been providing investors 

with direct access to bond markets and a range of term deposits and other cash solutions. We 

also help Australian corporates fund their growth through access to bond markets.  We're also 

Australia's largest specialist fixed income provider with over $11 billion currently under 

investment.”  

Some of the bonds that FIIG provide access to are only available to wholesale or professional 

investors.  CDIF is classified as a professional investor.  Some new bond issues are quickly 

taken up and a prompt decision is needed about whether to participate or not.  Whilst always 

adhering to the CDIF Investment Committee’s Investment Policy, CDIF is structured so that 

decisions can be reached without delay and attractive opportunities seized.   

An example of this is a $500,000 investment taken up in a new corporate bond issued in 

December 2016.  This bond (available only to wholesale investors) pays a fixed interest rate 

of 7.5% per annum and is over a four-year term.  The amount borrowed will be progressively 

repaid over the term, meaning the year-by-year cash flow to the bondholder will be a 

combination of interest and principal. 

Not all bonds have the same level of security, and part of the CDIF Investment Committee’s 

role is to filter out unsuitable offerings and focus on bonds providing a satisfactory level of 

confidence about debt servicing capacity. 

There are also different characteristics from one bond type to another.  For instance, some 

bonds will have fixed interest rates and other variables.  Some bonds pay the principal back 

at the end of the term, while others will pay the principal back over the term.  Some bonds 

are inflation-indexed. 

Choosing the right bonds for a portfolio is critical.  Reliability of debt servicing capacity is of 

paramount importance, and high confidence in the bond issuer is essential.  We are pleased 

to see the relationship with FIIG developing and believe CDIF is well placed to be able to 

objectively and promptly consider opportunities in the corporate bond market.  The benefit 

to CDIF unitholders is access to investments with known features plus predictable and 

attractive outcomes. 

 

 

Solar opportunities & 
farmer loans 

CDIF continues to increase its 
investments in solar panels.  As well 
as producing an attractive 
investment return this activity helps 
with expanding renewable energy 
resources.  The solar installations are 
wholly funded by CDIF, which charges 
the building occupants a fee for the 
electricity generated by the solar 
panels and used by the tenants. 

CDIF currently has investments in 
solar installations at the Suncorp 
House; this asset is currently 
performing above expectations.  
More recently, CDIF completed a 
solar installation situated on a fruit 
processing plant in Central 
Queensland.  Negotiations are 
currently under way which have the 
potential for solar investments to 
increase at a quicker rate and on a 
larger scale than has been the case to 
date. 

In 2016, a short-term loan was made 
to a farming business to assist with 
cropping.  This well-secured loan was 
paid back, as expected, in early 2017.  
CDIF earned attractive interest on the 
loan and the borrower was able to 
meet its needs.  This type of loan is 
seen as a growth opportunity for 
CDIF. 

 

Finalisation of solar installation Solar panel installation complete Suncorp House solar infrastructure 

http://www.fiig.com.au/


Some thoughts on the Trump infrastructure plan 

The Trump campaign was generally light on policy detail. With regard to economic issues 

there are four key campaign ideas that appear likely to be implemented in the relatively near 

future. 

First, the campaign was aggressively anti trade agreements. While there was some dressing 

up of the idea that bilateral agreements are acceptable, it was only multilateral agreements 

that were bad. Most of the rhetoric revolved around North America’s Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA), in particular the US-Mexico agreement. 

Already the administration has cancelled the Trans Pacific partnership, which included 

Australia. Whether it will continue to abide by the US-Australia FTA, particularly when 

Australian access to agriculture markets is due to begin, remains to be seen. 

Second, the campaign was in favour of reduced corporate income taxes, especially on income 

earned offshore. It seems likely that this will be addressed as part of an overall tax plan, 

although it must be noted that progress in reaching agreement with the House of 

Representatives, who appear to want a major overhaul of taxation and spending, has been 

slow to date. In our view this has had a material impact on US equity markets to date. 

Third, the campaign was in favour of greatly reduced regulation. In this area, the 

administration has the capacity to move relatively quickly and already there have been 

changes to regulations around banks and environmental controls.  

Fourth, there was a plan to greatly increase US infrastructure spending. The plan, a two page 

document that was on the campaign website, was for $1,000b to be invested in new and 

expanded infrastructure. This would all be privately funded, driven primarily by $180b in tax 

credits from the Federal Government. 

In looking at the likely economic impact, one has to determine how much will be spent over 

what time frames, what it will be spent on and what will be consumed. 

The plan appears to revolve around privatising existing Government income generating 

assets, with the new owners expanding or upgrading them driven by incentives including extra 

depreciation tax credits. This is an important distinction: the Trump plan requires the sale of 

existing assets that are, by nature, profit generating. 

As a plan this is fine. However it leaves a number of issues unresolved. 

 The infrastructure that requires upgrading (roads, airports and water are specifically 

noted) is not owned by the Federal Government, but by states and municipalities. As 

a result the Federal Government has no capability to ensure that these assets get 

privatised; 

 Much of this infrastructure (especially airports and highways) is owned by State 

owned corporatized entities. LaGuardia Airport, which desperately needs upgrading, 

is owned by the Port Authority of New Jersey and New York; 

 Many of these assets have been funded by issuing bonds. Because the assets are 

municipal in nature, interest on the bonds is exempt from Federal taxes. Bonds 

guaranteed or secured by specific profitable assets (tolled roads and bridges, major 

airports) are quite attractive assets for longer term investors. The Port Authority of 

New York and New Jersey, by way of example, has $21b of bonds; 

 If specific bonds are tied to specific assets selling these assets from the public to the 

private sector becomes extremely complicated. How long this takes on a case by case 

basis is uncertain. 

Business Development 
Manager for CDIF 

Opportunities in both the solar 
installations and farmer loans are 
seen as well-worthwhile pursuing.  
An existing Rockhampton-based 
employee, Adrian Cahill, has taken 
on the role of Business 
Development Manager for CDIF.  
This is a newly created position and 
is consistent with CDIF’s aim of 
growing the asset base. 

Adrian will be particularly charged 
with developing solar installation 
and farmer loan opportunities, 
however his endeavors will not be 
confined to these activities.  We 
wish him success in his new role. 

 

 

 

Adrian Cahill has worked with 
Capricorn Investment Partners and 
the Pentad Group since May of 
2014. After completing a trade with 
the Armed Forces and ten years 
working in the mining industry, 
Adrian completed a Bachelor of 
Finance.  Adrian manages the 
insurance policies, Suncorp House 
and assets for the group.  Adrian 
works in our Rockhampton office. 

 



Presuming that the states agree they want this done, and they can convince the boards of 

long established autonomous corporate entities (PANY&NJ dates back to 1921), and they can 

come up with arrangements with the bondholders what then is our result? 

With the best will in the world it is difficult to see more than, say, $250b in assets being 

privatised over 5 years. If each asset needs to be doubled in scale, it is unlikely that the specific 

projects (new rail lines, terminals, expanded bridges) would take less than five years after 

allowing for planning and environmental approvals.  

That would see an investment of $250b in new infrastructure over 5 years, or $50b a year.  

This sounds like a considerable investment. In 2016, the Commerce Department reported 

total construction spending (i.e., not including capex) on infrastructure as follows: 

 

US Infrastructure Construction 2016 ($M) 

 Public Private Total 

Roads 91.2 0.2 91.4 

Sewerage & Water 33.4 0.6 34.0 

Transport 30.4 12.4 42.8 

Power 8.3 86.9 95.2 

Total Infrastructure 163.2 100.2 263.4 

Residential 6.4 456.2 462.6 

Non-residential 116.4 319.9 436.3 

Total Construction 286.1 876.3 1162.4 
Source: Department of Commerce 

 
A sustainable 20% increase over five years would be very beneficial to producers of 

aggregates and concrete in the US but this is hardly going to have a material impact on total 

construction, let alone the economy as a whole. 

When converting this to globally traded commodities the impact becomes highly diluted. The 

International Iron and Steel Institute (IISI) reports total US steel production in 2016 at 86mt. 

China produced 803mt and global production was 1623mt. To have a 5% impact on global 

demand, US steel demand would have to be roughly double. This would require a $1000b 

increase in construction annually, not over 5 or 10 years. 

For cement, Cembureau reports 2015 global output at 4.6bt, of which China accounts for 

2.3bt. The US was 82.8mt. A 50% increase in US demand would add 1% to global demand. 

In our view, the Trump infrastructure plan is not a bad idea. It was developed by Commerce 

Secretary Wilbur Ross, an exceptionally astute business man. The mechanics have not really 

been thought through as yet, and are likely to prove much more difficult than one might 

imagine.  

The scale of projects suggests very long lead times. The impact will therefore be over many 

years. On a US scale it is likely to prove modest. On a global scale it is likely to prove negligible. 

The impact on commodity prices ought to be sufficiently small so as to be unmeasurable. The 

key driver for Australian exports of iron ore and LNG is likely to remain China, which is still by 

far the largest infrastructure market globally. 
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CDIF distributions & unit 
price 

 

Four cash distributions of $0.01 each 
were made to unitholders during the 
2016 calendar year.  This is equivalent 
to an income yield of 4.6% per year 
based on the average unit price.  

We anticipate 2017 distributions to 
continue on the same three-monthly 
frequency and with an increase in the 
per unit distribution by the end of the 
year, as the additional income from 
new investments and increased 
occupancy of Suncorp House take 
effect.  

The CDIF unit price in December 2015 
was $0.8613 and in December 2016 it 
was $0.8369.  The main contributor to 
this movement was a revaluation of the 
Suncorp House commercial property.  
There is no intention of selling this asset 
and its anticipated full occupancy later 
in 2017 will enhance the income stream 
generated. 

 

 

 

Questions 

If you have any questions about 

Capricorn Diversified Investment Fund, 

please contact Capricorn Investment 

Partners toll free on 1800 670 000. 

 

mailto:enquiries@capinvest.com.au

